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Questions 1322Section One. Questions 13--17Question 13

Yesterday I bought this T-shirt. But it was too small for my son and

my son wanted a blue one. So I want to change this white one for that

blue one priced at twelve thirty-four. This white one is ten forty nine.

How much more will I have to pay you?Question 14 I tried this pair

of shoes and I think I like this colour and style. Please pack them. By

the way, I notice that all the goods in your shop are at 20% discount.

And this price tag says ￡20 a pair. So how much will I have to pay

you?Question 15 My wife, my children and I are going to visit

Edinburgh for 3 days. We need a small room and a large room with a

double bed. If a small room is ￡5 a day and a large one is ￡ 12 a

day, how much will we pay for our stay?Question 16 This novel costs

to ninety-nine. This book is one pound forty-two. And that pocket

dictionary is priced at fourteen twenty-four. You gave me two ten

pounds. Let’s look at the calculator and find out how much change

I’ll give you.Question 17 One letter will be sixteen pence, so for

three letters that’s forty-eight pence, And the five postcards at

twenty-four pence that’s ￡ 1.20. And the two airmail letters at

twenty-four pence that’s forty-eight pence. Let’s see what the

total comes to.Section Two. Questions 1822Question 18 Accounts

will be charged five pounds a month service fee if the minimum

balance falls below four hundred pounds at any time during the



stated period. You may keep three pounds in your account, but we

charge you five pounds a month.Question 19 The package

containing the records appeared to be in perfect condition. But when

we unpacked it with GREat care, we found that one record was

completely smashed. Could you send us a new one? I’ll return the

broken one at once.Question 20 Thank you for asking me. You’ve

already done a lot for the children. I believe this tea party on Friday

will attract more people’s attention to the children’s problems.

Unfortunately I’ve got an appointment then.Question 21 Thank

you for your invitation. Our company is willing to explore with your

corporation the possibility of closer ties through joint ventures. Here,

let me propose a toast to the success of our negotiations and to our

friendship and future cooperation.Question 22 As this the last week

in September, the two teams we’re going to watch tonight are tied

for first place in this season. They both want to make the play-offs, so

they’ll be playing their best.相关阅读： 《BEC中级综合强化教
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